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Raees Full Movie Download Filmyzilla – Raees (English Meaning: Wealthy) is a 2017 Indian period action crime movie that was helmed by Rahul Dholakia and jointly financed by Gauri Khan, Ritesh Sidhwani and Farhan Akhtar under their home banners Red Chillies Entertainment and Excel Entertainment respectively. Plot of Raees Raees, is the
story of a bootlegger who carries a wish to improve his community’s living conditions by becoming a promising leader, but unknowingly he falls in a political trap. Cast of Raees Shah Rukh Khan as gangster-turned-MLA Raees Alam Shubham More as young Raees Nawazuddin Siddiqui as Inspector Jaideep Ambalal Majmudar Mahira Khan as Aasiya
Raees Alam, Raees’s wife Mohammed Zeeshan Ayyub as Sadiq, Raees’s friend and confidante Shubham Tukaram as young Sadiq Sheeba Chaddha as Amina Alam, Raees’s mother Atul Kulkarni as Jairaj Seth Narendra Jha as Musa Jaideep Ahlawat as Nawab, Musabhai’s assistant Uday Tikekar as opposition leader Pasha Bhai Nalneesh Neel as Lalji
Pramod Pathak as Chief Minister of Gujarat About Songs of Raees It has 8 Tracks in Total Music Released on 24th Jan, 2017 Music Label: Zee Music Company Native Language: Hindi Music Composed By Ram Sampath, Jam 8, OmGrown and Kalyanji–Anandji Laila Main Laila Song Lyrics Written By Indeevar and Javed Akhtar Music Given By
Kalyanji–Anandji and Ram Sampath Singer(s): Pawni Pandey Song Duration: 5:06 mins Zaalima Song Lyrics Written By Amitabh Bhattacharya Music Given By JAM8 Singer(s): Arijit Singh and Harshdeep Kaur Song Duration: 4:59 mins Udi Udi Jaye Song Lyrics Written By Javed Akhtar Music Given By Ram Sampath Singer(s): Sukhwinder Singh,
Bhoomi Trivedi and Karsan Das Sagathia Song Duration: 4:20 mins Dhingana Song Lyrics Written By Mayur Puri Music Given By JAM8(Aheer) and OmGrown Singer(s): Mika Singh Song Duration: 2:46 mins Enu Naam Che Raees Song Lyrics Written By Ram Sampath and Hiral Brahmbhatt Music Given By Ram Sampath Singer(s): Ram Sampath and
Tarannum Malik Song Duration: 3:01 mins Saanson Ke Song Lyrics Written By Manoj Yadav Music Given By JAM8(Aheer) Singer(s): KK Song Duration: 4:03 mins Ghammar Ghammar Song Lyrics Written By Traditional Music Given By Ram Sampath Singer(s): Roshan Rathod Song Duration: 2:39 mins Halka Halka Song Lyrics Written By Javed Akhtar
Music Given By Ram Sampath Singer(s): Shreya Ghoshal, Sonu Nigam and Ram Sampath Song Duration: 3:58 mins Some Interesting Facts About Raees Raees had its box office premiere on 25th of January 2017 i.e. on Republic Day weekend. Raees Full Movie Filmyzilla Download Here Also Download: Sidhu Moose Wala All Song Mp3 Punjabi
Download in High Definition [HD] by Dane King · Published January 23, 2019 · Updated May 21, 2020 Raees Movie Download: Raees (2017) is an Indian crime action drama that was nominated as Best Actor and other four rewards at the 63rd Filmfare Awards. It tells about a story of Raees’s rise and his downfall in bootleg alcohol. Here is an
introduction for Raees movie plot, soundtrack, and download links. Before the Raees movie download, let’s check some important info about the film. Raees (2017) Full Movie Information The following is some basic information about Raees full movie. Original Name: Raees (AKA Wealthy) Genre: Drama, Action, Crime, Thriller Language: Hindi
Release Date: 25 January 2017 Length: 143 min IMDb Score: 6.9/10 Box office: ₹90.7 crore ($18.1 million) Director: Rahul Dholakia Starring: Shah Rukh Khan – Raees Nawazuddin Siddiqui – IPS Jaideep Ambalal Majmudar Mohammed Zeeshan Ayyub – Sadiq Sheeba Chaddha – Amina Alam Mahira Khan – Aasiya Raees Full Movie Plot Directed by
Rahul Dholakia, Raees full movie is a Bollywood action-crime-thriller film. The film is based on Gujarat in its 1980s and it is about a bootlegger, Raees (Shah Rukh Khan), whose criminal business is prevented by Majmudar (Nawazuddin Siddiqui), a tough cap. The Soundtrack of Raees Movie Download The soundtrack of Raees movie has got
800,000,000+ streams, in which Laila Main Laila is a recreation composed by Ram Sampath. Raees film soundtrack from YouTube is available for downloading in InsTube video downloader. And you can get the links directly via the button below. You can stream and download the Raees (2017) soundtrack directly: Raees Full Movie Download 720p HD
There are 2 easy steps to for Raees full movie Youtube download and other TV series of all genres: In InsTube, find Raees movie download resources from YouTube, Hotstar, Fmovie or other film sites (or just paste the movie URL to the search bar within InsTube). Then, tap the red download button. Select available audio or video formats you need and
tap “Fast Download”. Download or watch films online from uTubeMate.com Raees Full Movie Download HD 720p Link For more Bollywood, Punjabi or Telugu full film resources, please subscribe to this blog and keep your eye on the ball. Share with your friends on Facebook if you like this article. Note: If the downloading links are Not Working,
please Comment below and we will update the TV show resources as soon as possible. Or you can write Raees movie download review below or comment to tell about the film that you are looking for. More Movies: Tags: 2017ActionCrimeDramaHindiMahira KhanMohammed Zeeshan AyyubNawazuddin SiddiquiRahul DholakiaShah Rukh KhanSheeba
ChaddhaThriller Home » bollywood » RAEES (2017) 480P DVDSCR 720MB Raees (2017) full Movie Download Raees (2017) full Movie Download, Bollywood Raees Movie download free in hd for pc and mobile dvdrip mp4 and high quality mkv movie in 720p blurayMovie info : Language: Hindi File Format: Mkv File Size: 720mb Quality: 480p DVDscr
Raees New Film Short Story : The film is set in the mid 80’s and 90’s in Gujarat. The invented story of a man who assembles a realm in the condition of Gujarat, the main express that still takes after preclusion. It’s a tale about his ascent and his connections, which help him turn into the absolute most effective man in the state. Raees (2017) Full
Movie Review: Netflix Apple ITunes Google Play Movies YouTube (Paid) The film is set in the early 80's and 90's in Gujarat. The fictitious story of a man who builds an empire in the state of Gujarat, the only state that still follows prohibition. It's a story about his rise and his relationships, which help him become the single most powerful man in the
state. Written by RedChillies Cast - Shah Rukh Khan , Mahira Khan , Nawazuddin Siddiqui , Mohammed Zeeshan Ayyub , Sheeba Chaddha , Narendra Jha , Uday Tikekar , Anil Mange , Jaideep Ahlawat , Atul Kulkarni Director - Rahul Dholakia Raees is Action & Adventure, Crime, Drama, Mystery & Thriller movie. Directed by Rahul Dholakia, and
starring Shah Rukh Khan, Mahira Khan, Nawazuddin Siddiqui, Mohammed Zeeshan Ayyub, Sheeba Chaddha, Narendra Jha, Uday Tikekar, Anil Mange, Jaideep Ahlawat, and Atul Kulkarni. You can watch this movie online in HD with subs on Netflix, Apple iTunes, Google Play Movies, YouTube. Don't forget to check out more movies like Fan, Mom, and
Baby on Justdial's Movies Online. Total rating count: 45887 About Movies Online How to Use FAQs Blogs IMDB Ratings: 8.1/10Genres: Action, Crime, ThrillerLanguage: HindiQuality: 480p HDRIPSize: 431mbDirector: Rahul DholakiaWriters: Rahul Dholakia, Harit MehtaStars: Sunny Leone, Shah Rukh Khan, Nawazuddin Siddiqui Movie
Plot: Criticizing the prohibition of alcohol, prostitution and illegal drugs in Gujarat, this film unfolds the story of a cruel and clever bootlegger, whose business is highly challenged by a tough cop. ||Click Here For Subtitle|| Recommended Download Link Download From clicknupload Since the time the pandemic has hit, people have moved to OTT
platforms for their dose of entertainment. Now, it is no more about going to theatres to watch your favorite movie or wait for your favorite movie to get premiered on TV channels; Televisions are passé now unless you have the Netflix app installed on your Smart TV. Netflix is home to a lot of popular Bollywood, Hollywood movies and web series. So, if
you are looking to watch your favorite movie again, this one could be your go-to platform. Shahrukh Khan’s popular movie ‘Raees’ is also available on Netflix and if you are interested in some action by King Khan, you can watch this movie right now. Keep on reading for details. Raees- The Storyline Raees movie was set in the mid-1960s and the story
ends in the late-1980s. Raees, played by Shahrukh Khan, gets involved in illegal liquor trade at a very young age. The movie ‘Raees’ is said to be based on criminal Abdul Latif’s life, but the filmmakers denied this. The film shows Raees’ relationships and how he built an entire empire from scratch, to become the single most powerful man in the state.
Raees gets rid of every opposition that comes his way. However, he crosses his path with the no-nonsense police officer Majumdar, whose only motive is the elimination of crime and from there his downfall begins. GenreActionLanguage HindiWritten ByRahul Dholakia, Harit Mehta, Ashish Vashi, Niraj ShuklaDirected ByRahul DholakiaProduced
ByRitesh Sidhwani, Farhan Akhtar, Gauri Khan Where to Watch Raees Movie Online or Download It in HD Quality? You can watch the full movie ‘Raees’ in HD quality only on Netflix. The movie was released in theatres on 25 January 2017 and was later made available on Netflix. The movie is 2 hours and 23 minutes long and has received a 6.8 rating
on IMDb. Here is the link to watch the full movie ‘Raees’ in HD quality on Netflix- Watch Raees Full Movie Here Cast and Crew of Raees Movie Here are the details of the lead cast and crew of ‘Raees’ movie: Star CastCharacter’s NameDetailsShahrukh KhanRaees AlamReadNawazuddin SiddiquiInspector Jaideep Ambalal MajmudarReadMahira
KhanAasiya Raees AlamReadMohammed Zeeshan AyyubSadiq Read Can You Watch or Download Raees Movies for Free? You can watch the full movie ‘Raees’ online only on Netflix, where it is available in HD quality. Raees was released in 2017 and after that, it was uploaded to Netflix from where you can download the movie on the app and watch it
anytime. You need a subscription to Netflix to watch the full movie Raees as it is not available for free. You can watch or download Raees full movie for free only in Filmyzilla or on other torrent sites like Filmywap, pagalmovies, Downloadhub, Gomovies, Tamilrockers where it is available for download in HD quality. Torrent sites offer a lot of popular
Bollywood as well as Hindi dubbed movies, but all this is completely illegal as the movies are reproduced on these platforms without acquiring their copyrights. Piracy is considered a criminal offense in India, and Raees was the most pirated film of 2017. The government is trying everything to put a complete ban on these websites but due to the
existence of their proxy and mirror sites, it is not completely possible to do so. Even there is severe punishment for the person who is found involved in promoting piracy or downloading copyright-protected content illegally. Disclaimer-We do not promote or endorse websites offering pirate content and the illegal ways of downloading or watching
movies, TV shows, and so on. The information available here is just to make readers aware of the illegal websites on the internet. The readers are always advised to go for legal ways to watch the copyright-protected content. RECENT POSTS CATEGORIES
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